
MTH 252 Tech Lab 2 - Area Between Curves Name:

1. In this technology lab you are going to explore how to compute the area between 2 curves
using GeoGebra. To get started, go to www.geogebra.org. Then go to the Graphing
Calculator.

IMPORTANT: Save your work in GeoGebra as you go so as to not accidentally
lose your progress!

2. Begin by graphing x = 2y2 and x = 2y + 4 both by hand and in GeoGebra. On your paper
here, find the area between the curves using both the Type I and Type II integrals.
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3. Now, use the intersect command to get the intersection points between the two curves. When
you type ”intersect” into GeoGebra it will give you the option of
”intersect(¡object¿,¡object¿)” which is what you want to choose. If your equations are named,
say ”eq1” and ”eq2,” you will put in ”intersect(eq1,eq2)” which should give you the two
points of intersection of the curves. Most likely these will be A=(8,2) and B=(2,-1).

4. Now GeoGebra isn’t as smart as we and can only do Type I integrals so we need to rewrite
the equations in terms of y. Go ahead and solve both of the equations for y here. Note that
for x = 2y2 you will need two equations, a positive and a negative.
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5. Go ahead and enter these three equations as functions into GeoGebra with the names f , g,
and h.

6. Now we need to cut up the integral into two sections to evaluate this properly as a Type I
integral. Refer to your evaluation of this area as a Type I integral from the beginning of this
lab as you go.

a. Evaluate the first section (from x = 0 to the x-value of (2,-1), the lower intersection point
where the line crosses the sideways parabola) using
”IntegralBetween(¡Function¿,¡Function¿,¡Start x-value¿,¡End x-value¿)” and choose the
upper and lower root functions and the appropriate x-values. Note you don’t have to
retype the whole function but can call them with their names, either f , g, or h.

b. Evaluate the second section (from the x-value of the lower intersection point to the
x-value of the upper-right intersection) again using the ”IntegralBetween” command.

7. You should now have two values, one for the area of the first section and one for the area of
the second section. Suppose GeoGebra named these a and b. Then all you need to do is enter
a+b into the next line and it should output the final answer for the area between the curves!
Make sure this matches the value you got when doing this by hand.

8. Write a few sentences on the overall idea of the construction you just made. Include notes on
very specific trials that you had, how the integralbetween command works, and on why we
have to cut the area up the way we do.

9. Save the GeoGebra graphs you’ve created as a public file (or I cannot see it) and write, as
legibly as you possibly can, the link to your work here so that I can type it in to take a look.
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